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Citius, Altius, Fortius (or Was S. Bubka cheating?)
Often, the athletes, as the physicists, push the frontiers/break the records.
How high can a human jump with a pole?
Physics (conservation of energy) tells that if someone can reach 7+m, either…
(s)he’s cheating or (s)he should also win a Gold medal in the sprint competition!

v2
h=
2g

footspeed: 44.72km/h
(Usain Bolt, Berlin, August 2009, between 60m and 80m)
h = 7.62 m

Over the years, we have learnt a few other conservation laws
that tell us what an athlete/particle can do or cannot do.
But there are still things we are not quite sure about.
For instance, whether B-L is conserved.
We often take for granted that it is conserved in the SM.
But I’ll argue that it actually depends on what we mean by SM.
Christophe Grojean
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Laws and Constitutions: What is the SM?

?

SM =

SM is consistent (i.e. closed under radiative corrections and no pathology, except maybe hypercharge Landau pole).
We certainly know that the SM is not *complete* and it should be considered as low energy EFT,
therefore there is no reason to stop at dim-4 operators. A better definition is then
— SM = SMEFT —
(i.e. particle content and gauge symmetries define SM)

— But this new view on the SM brings in new challenges/poses new questions —
1. all SM4 couplings known, infinite interactions of the SM totally unknown. Which organising principles?
2. which symmetry? If Λ is not >1016GeV, B and L cannot be accidental symmetries anymore, but they
cannot exact symmetries of Nature either (quantum gravity forbids exact continuous global symmetry).
Similarly, other structures of SM4 now calls for further explanations (custodial protection/GIM-FCNC…)
3. and don’t let neutrino physicists tell you that neutrino masses are BSM!
Christophe Grojean
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What is the scale of New Physics?
Low Scale Wishes

High Scale Wishes
gFµ⌫ ¯H
2
MNP

small FCNC:
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tiny neutrino masses:
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slow proton decay:

U U DE
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103TeV?

small EDMs:

argdetY  10

↪ axion?

tiny vacuum energy:

1014GeV?

?

↪

light Higgs boson:

1016GeV?

↪

light susy?
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4
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2
m2H ⇡ MNP
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10

3

eV

(125GeV)

4
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“Naturalness”

“IR Simplicity”

Where is everybody?
even new physics at few hundreds of GeV might be difficult to see and could escape LHC detection
compressed spectra

R-susy

displaced vertices

Neutral naturalness

(twin Higgs, folded susy)

no MET, soft decay products, long decay chains

Relaxion

uncoloured new physics
Christophe Grojean
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The Higgs Boson is Special
The Higgs discovery in 2012 has been an important milestone for HEP.
And many of us are still excited about it.
And others, especially in other fields of science, should be excited too.
Higgs = new forces of different nature than the gauge interactions known so far

•
•
•

No underlying local symmetry. Spin-0 and not spin-1mediator
No quantised charges
Deeply connected to the space-time vacuum structure

The knowledge of the values of the Higgs couplings
is essential to our understanding of the deep structure of matter

•
•
•
•

Up- and Down-quark Yukawa’s break isospin sym. and decide if mproton<mneutron i.e. stability of nuclei
Electron Yukawa controls the size of the atoms
Top quark Yukawa decides (in part) of the stability of the EW vacuum
The Higgs self-coupling controls the (thermo)dynamics of the EW phase transition (t~10-10s)
(and therefore might be responsible of the dominance of matter over antimatter in the Universe)
Christophe Grojean
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The Higgs Boson is Special
The Higgs discovery in 2012 has been an important milestone for HEP.
And many of us are still excited about it.
And others, especially in other fields of science, should be excited too.
Higgs = new forces of different nature than the gauge interactions known so far
TheNo
Higgs
boson
is
the
simplest
Q-bit/particle:
underlying local symmetry. Spin-0 and not spin-1mediator
•
as far as
we
know, itcharges
has no spin, no charge, no structure.
No
quantised
•
This
vacancy to
canthe
make
its richness:
connected
space-time
vacuum structure
• Deeply
e.g., unlike other SM particle, it can easily couple to a Hidden Sector.
intricacy
of the
Higgsofboson
lies in its
simplicity
The The
knowledge
of the
values
the Higgs
couplings
(aka naturalness)
is essential to our understanding
of the deep structure of matter

•
•
•
•

Up- and Down-quark Yukawa’s break isospin sym. and decide if mproton<mneutron i.e. stability of nuclei
Electron Yukawa controls the size of the atoms
Top quark Yukawa decides (in part) of the stability of the EW vacuum
The Higgs self-coupling controls the (thermo)dynamics of the EW phase transition (t~10-10s)
(and therefore might be responsible of the dominance of matter over antimatter in the Universe)
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Zanderighi @ Higgs Hunting 2019

An incredibly rich program
Precision measurements
- mass, width
- spin, CP, couplings
- off-shell coupling,
width interferometry
- differential
distributions

Tool for discovery
- portal to BSM
- portal to hidden
sector
- portal to DM

Christophe Grojean

Rare / beyond SM decays
- H → Zγ
- H → μμ
- H → cc
- H → τμ, τe, eμ
- H → J/Ψγ, Υγ , …

H
… and much more
- Higgs potential
- di-Higgs
- other FCNC decays
- …

Theory Outlook

SM minimal or not?
- 2HDM
- MSSM, NMSSM
- extra Higgs states,
doubly-charged Higgs
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Higgs Now
Many thanks to J. De Blas et al. (HEPfit)
for the analysis of current data (work in progress)
and to A. Paul for plotting the results

Higgs

EW known at 0.1%
TGC known at 1%
Higgs known at 10%
This hierarchy limits the correlations
between the 3 sectors

EW

TGC
Christophe Grojean
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Flavour Hypotheses

1st LHC-EFT WG workshop, Oct. 2020

G. Isidori – Non-LHC EFT inputs

On the
bounds
on four-fermion
[a brief
overview]
Among the many
new
interactions
of operators
SM∞, the
majority
are linked to flavour.
prototype of relevant
non-LHC bounds
on SMEFT
the bounds
Within SM4, classically allThe
generations
are different
enough
fromoperators
each are
other
(no tree-level FNCN).
from meson-antimeson mixing processes.
This is no longer true in full SM∞.
is maybe less known, is that is a key constraint on the whole SM EFT, once
Rich flavour data could beWhat
exploited
to explore
the flavour
structure of SM∞ that remains largely unknown
we take into RGE
effects [Silvestrini
& Valli, 2019]:
e.g. K (☐), Bd ( ), Bs ( ) mixings give stringent bounds even on flavour diagonal operators from RGE
Silvestrini, Valli ‘18

Isidori, LHCEFTWG ‘20

Bounds on the following |ΔF|=1
operators:

taking into account 1-loop RGE
effects from mW to 1 TeV,
assuming down- or up-type
alignment of the quark doublets,
Not relevant if we
assume MFV or U(2)5

some (different) effects
survive in MFV & U(2)5

barring accidental cancellations
Non-trivial
implications
for
among
different
ops.
top-quark physics

These bounds can be alleviated in particular flavour scenarios
Christophe Grojean
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Which Machine(s)?
Leptons

Hadrons
S/B ~ 1 ➾ measurement?

large mass reach ➾ exploration?
S/B ~ 10-10 (w/o trigger)
S/B ~ 0.1 (w/ trigger)
requires multiple detectors

polarized beams
(handle to chose the dominant process)

limited (direct) mass reach

(w/ optimized design)

identifiable final states

only pdf access to √s
^
➾ couplings to quarks and gluons

➾ EW couplings

Linear

Circular
easier to upgrade in energy

higher luminosity
several interaction points
precise E-beam measurement

easier to polarize beams
“greener”: less power consumption*

( O(0.1MeV) via resonant depolarization)

large beamsthralung

√s limited by synchroton radiation

one IP only
*energy consump.on per integrated luminosity is lower at circular colliders but the energy consump.on per GeV is lower at linear colliders

Christophe Grojean
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Which Machine(s)?
Leptons

Hadrons
S/B ~ 1 ➾ measurement?

large mass reach ➾ exploration?
S/B ~ 10-10 (w/o trigger)
S/B ~ 0.1 (w/ trigger)
requires multiple detectors The

polarized beams
(handle to chose the dominant process)

challenges of big colliders:
limited (direct) mass reach
(w/ optimized design)
- energy: 1013 larger than everyday life
batteries
identifiable
final states
only pdf access to √s
^
4 larger than everyday
magnetic
field:
10
life
magnets
➾
EW
couplings
➾ couplings to quarks and gluons

Linear

Circular
easier to upgrade in energy

higher luminosity
several interaction points
precise E-beam measurement

easier to polarize beams
“greener”: less power consumption*

( O(0.1MeV) via resonant depolarization)

Exercise: with 2 magnets of 1T, can you build
a magnet of 2T?
large beamsthralung

√s limited by synchroton radiation

one IP only
*energy consump.on per integrated luminosity is lower at circular colliders but the energy consump.on per GeV is lower at linear colliders
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Which Machine(s)?
Choice between different options: delicate balance between
Leptons
Hadrons
physics return, technological challenges and feasibility,
completion and exploitation, financial
and
realities
S/B ~
1 ➾political
measurement?
largetime
mass scales
reach ➾for
exploration?
S/B ~ 10-10 (w/o trigger)
S/B ~ 0.1 (w/ trigger)
Exploration
requires multiple detectors

polarized beams
(handle to chose the dominant process)

machines are at the heart of HEP
limited (direct) mass reach
Current
(w/ optimized
design) consensus towards European Strategy Update:
identifiable final
states
+
only pdfthe
access
to √s
best
way
a e e Higgs
^ to go to energy frontier is to start➾with
EW couplings
➾ couplings to quarks and gluons
Linearfactory
or Circular?
Circular

Can be extended in energy
Polarised beams
higher luminosity

Higher luminosity
easier
to upgrade
energy
Dedicated
Z-poleinrun

several interaction points
Three relevant
precise E-beam measurement

easier to polarize beams

Linear

questions to address to help taking a decision:
“greener”: less power consumption*
1) Impact of Z pole measurements?
( O(0.1MeV) via resonant depolarization)
large beamsthralung
2) Benefit of beam polarisation?
√s limited by synchroton radiation
3) Is low energy a limitation?one IP only

*energy consump.on per integrated luminosity is lower at circular colliders but the energy consump.on per GeV is lower at linear colliders
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Hi!s-mantics

Future of HEP: Flagship Projects

Japan

Proton collider
Electron collider
Possible scenarios of future colliders
ECFA Higgs
study group ‘19
Electron-Proton
collider
don’t wait LHC to finish
Construction/Transformation
Subject to
large uncertainty
4 years
9 years ILC: 250 GeV
Preparation
1 TeV
500 GeV
2 ab-1

20km tunnel

China

8 years
100km tunnel

31km tunnel

CepC: 90/160/240 GeV

SppC aim similar to FCC-hh

16/2.6/5.6 ab-1

Divination "r#gh
Hi!s
FCC-ee:
8 years

10 years

Friday, January 27, 2012

90/160/250 GeV

8 years

15 years

CERN

100km tunnel

5 years

6 years LHeC: 1.2TeV
0.25-1 ab-1©
7 years
11 km tunnel

2030

11 years

CLIC: 380 GeV
1.5 ab-1

2040

T0

FCC hh: 150 TeV ≈20-30 ab-1

2032
FCC hh: 100 TeV 20-30 ab-1

2030
2035

HE-LHC: 27 TeV 10 ab-1

FCC-eh: 3.5 TeV 2 ab-1

29 km tunnel

2020

350-365 GeV
1.7 ab-1

FCC hh: 100 TeV 20-30 ab-1

8 years

HL-LHC: 13 TeV 3-4 ab-1
2 years

11 years

150/10/5 ab-1

100km tunnel

1) need a≈ 4-5.4
scientific
consensus
ab-1
40 km tunnel
2) political approval

4 ab-1

1.5 TeV
2.5 ab-1

2037
➙ improved PDFs and interesting Higgs measurements
too
2030

3 TeV
5 ab-1

2040

50 km tunnel

2050

2060

2070

2080

2045

2090

+ projects
muon-collider
+ gamma-gamma
collidervalues
+ …and energies, also shown 13/05/2019 UB
Figure 1. Time line of various collider
starting at time
T0 . Given are the luminosity
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cal uncertainties

The SM4 Challenges

Early LHC days: fast progress followed from increased statistics
Statistics will become less and less important Systematics will become dominant
— Therefore progress requires —

•
•
•

Status of NNLO

Better control of parametric uncertainties, e.g. PDFs, αs, mt, mH
Higher order theoretical computations, e.g. N…NLO
Understand correlations among different bins in diff. distributions

NNLO needed
to reach O(1%) precision
Don’t think future HEP
is only EXP-business.
Theorists have
to work harder too!

Christophe Grojean
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Kappa-3: +HL-LHC

Important synergy HL-LHC — low energy lepton colliders
1. Top/Charm Yukawa
2. Statistically limited channels: γγ, mumu, Zγ

Christophe Grojean
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Higgs in the Future
HL-LHC projection

Future Colliders
Higgs

EW

Higgs

EW

TGC

TGC

Many thanks to J. De Blas/HEPfit and A. Paul for helping producing these plots
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Higgs in the Future
HL-LHC projection

EW

Future Colliders

Higgswith HL-LHC (which you shouldn’t do
If you carefully compare LHC-II
because the former relies on actual data while the later injects the SM),
you would notice that the sensitivity on gWeν degrades.
This is because the LHC-II fit includes extra observables from W-decays
for which there are no projection/study at HL-LHC.
More work needed!
EW

TGC

Higgs

TGC

Many thanks to J. De Blas/HEPfit and A. Paul for helping producing these plots
Christophe Grojean
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Impact of Z-pole measurements
J. De Blas et al. 1907.04311

Comparing 3 EW scenarios: LEP/SLD, actual EW measurements, perfect EW measurements
HL-LHC S2 + LEP/SLD
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FCC-ee Z/WW/240GeV
FCC-ee Z/WW/240GeV/365GeV
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P(e- ,e+ )=(∓0.8, 0)
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Impact of Z-pole measurements
J. De Blas et al. 1907.04311

Comparing 3 EW scenarios: LEP/SLD, actual EW measurements, perfect EW measurements
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Impact of Z-pole measurements
J. De Blas et al. 1907.04311

Comparing 3 EW scenarios: LEP/SLD, actual EW measurements, perfect EW measurements
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• FCC-ee and CEPC benefit a lot (>50% on HVV) from Z-pole run
• FCC-ee and CEPC EW measurements are almost perfect for what concerns Higgs physics (<10%).
EW measurements
are a limiting
(~30%) tolepton
Higgs precision
at ILC, especially
for theand
first runs
2:• LEPGlobal
one-sigma
reachfactor
of future
colliders
on Higgs
triple-gaug

Figure
But EW measurements at high energy (via Z-radiative return) help mitigating this issue
Theory Outlook
ouplings. The run scenarios and luminosities
assumed are listed in figure 1. LEP and SLD
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Impact of Z-pole measurements
J. De Blas et al. 1907.04311

Comparing 3 EW scenarios: LEP/SLD, actual EW measurements, perfect EW measurements
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Higher energy runs reduce the EW contamination in Higgs coupling extraction

Figure 2: Global one-sigma reach of future lepton colliders on Higgs and triple-gaug
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Impact of Z-pole measurements

J. De Blas et al. 1907.04311

Higgs

Contamination EW/TGC/Higgs can be
understood by looking at correlations
Without Z-pole runs, there are large
correlations between EW and Higgs

EW

TGC
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Impact of Z-pole measurements

J. De Blas et al. 1907.04311

Higgs

Contamination EW/TGC/Higgs can be
understood by looking at correlations

With Z-pole runs, only correlations
between EW and TGC remain

EW

TGC

Christophe Grojean
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Impact of Z-pole measurements

J. De Blas et al. 1907.04311

Higgs

EW

Contamination EW/TGC/Higgs can be
understood by looking at correlations

Z-pole runs at circular colliders isolate
EW and Higgs sectors from each others

TGC
w/o Z-pole run
Christophe Grojean
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Impact of Beam Polarisation (@250GeV)
J. De Blas et al. 1907.04311

gainbyfrom
massless fermions toStatistical
a vector is given
[41, 51]increased
‡Pe+ Pe≠

5

rates

Pe≠ ≠ Pe+
= ‡0 (1 ≠ Pe+ Pe≠ ) 1 ≠ ALR
1 ≠ Pe+ Pe≠

6

where ‡Pe+ Pe≠ is From
the cross
section corresponding
to a beam
polarization of P
ee→Zh,
A
80,+30 ⇠ 1.4 0
LR~0.15 so
for the e+ and e≠ beam respectively and ‡0 is the unpolarized cross secti
the intrinsic left right asymmetry
of the
cross section. For the S
overall,
oneproduction
could expect
Zh production channel O(6%)
ALR = increased
0.1516 . Thecoupling
effective sensitivity
luminosity, which scales
Pereaches
+ Pe≠ ), is enhanced over that for unpolarized beams or that for the positron
Gain
80%
no polarization giving a corresponding reduction of statistical uncertainties.
For the ‹‹h production
which
is driven
by W boson
Gain ismode,
much
higher
in global
EFTfusion,
fit the sca
polarization is simpler. It since
depends
only on the polarization
polarisation
removessince the reacti
by left-handed fermions and right-handed anti-fermions (i.e. ALR = 1 in equa
degeneracies
among
operators
Therefore, the scaling from the unpolarized cross section (‡LR ) is given by:

1benefit diminishes
Polarisation
‡P P = ‡LR (1 ≠ Pe )(1 + Pe )
4
when other runs at higher energies are added
In this case
it is clear that a negative polarization for the electron and a positive
≠
+
8: Strengthening in global constraints arising from the introduction of P (e , e ) = and basically left only with statistical gain
for the positron will enhance the cross-section and the contrary will reduce it.
e+

e≠

≠

+

increased
sensitivities
Polarised
vs. Unpolarised
scenarios @energy
250GeV
±30%)
and (û80%,
0%) beam
polarizations
at a centre-of-mass
of 250 GeV
The prescriptions we adopt for the scaling of statistical uncertainties from
nd
green, respectively)
expressed
in
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Higgs 2020, Oct. 30, 2020
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Grojean quantified as ”g(unpolarized)/”g(polarized)≠1

What’s next?
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Future Directions (I): CPV

Bishara, Grojean, Montull, Paul, ’19 (unpublished)

Is CP a good symmetry of Nature? 2 CP-violating couplings in the SM4:
VCKM (large, O(1)), but screened by small quark masses) and θQCD (small, O(10-10))
Will Higgs physics sensitive to SM CKM phase?
Look at interference to have a weak phase. Rely on strong phase from rescattering in decay
But:
Most promising
channel
seems h→bs

Christophe Grojean

The contribution to the interference is
further suppressed by (yt/yc)2~1x10-4
Challenging even for FCC-hh that can produce 3x1010Higgses
Theory Outlook
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Future Directions
(I):
CPV
CP-violating Higgs couplings
Is CP a good symmetry of Nature? 2 CP-violating couplings in the SM4.
Constrained
indirectly:
one-loop
impactFour-Fermi
on Electric Dipole
SM6 has many more CPV couplings:
1149 CPV
couplings
(incl. 1014
ones)
Moments (EDM):
-29 e cm (ACME 13)
de ),
< but
8.7 10
± 17)
LHC is getting sensitive to them ( |✓thh | < 43 & ✓⌧ ⌧ = (4e.g.
not
competitive with EDM
3

4
̃
⇠
̃

10
Z
too strong to compete!

operators with γ:

already severely constrained
by e and q EDMs
McKeen, Pospelov, Ritz ’12

⇠ hF F̃

h

e,q

S

e,q

h

ΛCPV > 25 TeV
δg~htt ≲ 0.01

electron EDM

FIG. 1. Left: the diagram that gives rise to fermionic EDMs via the insertion of the operator hF F̃ from Eq. (2). Right: the
two-loop diagram that leads to fermion EDMs in the model involving a VL lepton, , coupled to a singlet, S, that mixes with
the Higgs. The cross on the scalar line indicates that this contribution is proportional to the mixing term, A, in the scalar
from
potential.

• dominant contribution
2-loop Barr-Zee type diagram

operators with top:

already severely constrained
of Ỹ , ✓, and m
by
e and q EDMs
• depends on electron yukawa
S

g̃htt  0.01

:

and the EDM becomes

⇥
v
(2l)
df = df ⇥Q2 ỸS
sin(2✓) g(m2 /m2h )
m

Brod, Haisch, Zupan ’13
•

⇤

g(m2 /m2S ) ,
(13)

where the loop function is given by

Brod,Haisch,Zupan 13
setting ye=1 is then quite constraining
✓

◆

ΛCPV > 2.5 TeV

(2l)

df = df

⇥ Q2 ỸS

(2l)

! df

2Av 2 m 0 2
g (m /m2h )
m4h

⇥ Q2 ỸS

Av 2
,
m2h m

(17)
(18)

where in the final step we made use of the large m limit.
The limiting case (17) receives no logarithmic enhancement. Moreover, the value of the A parameter can be
very small, comparable to the mass splitting between h
and S or less. An O(1 GeV) mass splitting would naturally place Av 2 /(m2h m ) in the O(10 2 10 3 ) range,
suppressing the EDM safely below the bound.
At the same time, as explicitly shown in Ref. [5], modifications to the h !
rate can be significant, and
enhancement can come from the Fµ⌫ F̃ µ⌫ amplitude. Unlike corrections to the Fµ⌫ F µ⌫ amplitudes that can enhance or suppress
the e↵ective rate, the CP -odd chan-Higgs
23

z to light
1
x(1 x) can be significantly reduced
Caveats: h couplings
particles
g(z) =
dx
ln
,
(14)
2

exp

Z

1

0

x(1

x)

z

z

if the Higgs does not couple to electrons
• the constraint
Not mature
topicvanishes,
yet:
to
STXS that are CP-odd
whichnext
satisfies g(1)step
⇠ 1.17 andis
g ⇠ e.g.
ln z for large
z. develop
We
show
the
Feynman
diagram
responsible
for
this
contribu• e.g. if it only couples to the 3rd gen.
tion on the rightdistributions
of Fig. 1.
often need double differential
because of non-interference with SM
It is instructive to consider di↵erent limits of
1
2

J. Zupan

Christophe Grojean

Constraints on CPV Higgs...

7
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(13). When mh ⌧ m , mS , to logarithmic accuracy
g(m2 /m2h ) g(m2 /m2S ) ! 12 ln(m2min /m2h ), where mmin
is the smaller of mS and m . In this limit, the heavy
fields can be integrated out sequentially, with S and
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mplex Yukawas
Future Directions (I): CPV


ary

Consider dim-6 Yukawa with real and imaginary part (

G for more general
part (onlyIs1CP
EFT
termsymmetry
) EFT see next
a good
of talk
Nature?
by
K. Mimasu
SM6 has many more CPV
couplings: 1149

LHC is getting sensitive to them ( |✓thh | < 43

2 CP-violating couplings in the SM4.
CPV couplings (incl. 1014 Four-Fermi ones)
EF, Losada, Nir, Viernik ‘19 ‘20 cf de Vries, Postma, van de Vie
& ✓⌧ ⌧ = (4 ± 17) ), but not competitive with EDM

SMEFT: dim-6 complex



Consider dim-6 Yukawa with real and imaginary part (only


Despite
tighter
and tighter constraints,
CPV Yukawa
still be the source of EW baryogenesis
Ratiocould
of dim-6/dim-4:
, van
de Vies
‘18 where
,

suYcient baryon
EFT Cut-oB scales
de maximally
Vries, Postma,
de ViesEDM
‘18
EF, Losada,
‘19 ‘20
asymmetry
withinNir, Viernik
Minimal
scalescf↔
allowedvan
T (collider,
τ, b: 1 - 3 TeV; t: 1 TeV (LHC), 9 TeV (EDM)
LHC & EDM limits?
μ: 10 – 12 TeV
τ: yes

Ratio of dim-6/dim-4:
t, b, μ: no
Maximal scales ↔ minimally required TI (EWBG)

Fuchs et al. ’20
see also
de Vries et al. ’17

(collider, EDM)
DM)

suYcient baryon
μ( hG μμ)<1.7
asymmetry within
LHC &
EDM limits?
LHCP,
05/28/2020
τ: yes
t, b, μ: no

EDM

(EWBG)

EDM

Christophe Grojean

Minimal scales ↔ maximally allowed T (collider, EDM)
τ, b: Elina
1 - 3 TeV;
t: 1 (Fermilab&UChicago)
TeV (LHC), 9 TeV (EDM) – TeV-scale B
Fuchs
μ: 10 – 12 TeV
Maximal scales ↔ minimally required TI (EWBG)

μ( hG μμ)<1.7

LHCP, 05/28/2020

– TeV-scale BSM models

EFT Cut-oB scales

Elina Fuchs (Fermilab&UChicago) – TeV-scale BSM m

31

— continue the exploration, especially in the tau sector —
Theory Outlook
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ew physics: even new physics generating the EDM at two loops is constrained
scale. We interpret the bound in the context of di↵erent scenarios for new
al order-of-magnitude analysis for both the electron EDM and the CP-odd
coupling; 1-loop SUSY, probing sleptons above 10 TeV; 2-loop SUSY, probing
nos or stops; and finally, new physics that generates the EDM via the charm
arXiv:1910.11775
rk ESU,
Yukawa
couplings. In the last scenario, new physics generates a “QULE
ūf ) · (` µ⌫ ē), which in turn generates the EDM through RG evolution. If the
s generated at tree level, this corresponds to a previously studied
leptoquark
To improve,
need more
st time, we also classify scenarios in which the QULE operator is generated at
molecules, longer coherence
a box diagram, which include (among others) SUSY and leptoquark models.
Need special molecules:
M bound is the leading constraint on a wide variety of theoriestimes.
of CP-violating
racting with the Higgs boson or the top quark. We argue that any future
ment of an electron EDM will provide a strong motivation for constructing
new can produce
Laser cooling
ghest feasible energies.
many slow-moving molecules to

Dipole Moment

Pushing the EDM Frontier
Future EDM experiments

Snowmass LOI

Polyatomic EDM

study. Avoid exciting molecular
rotational, vibrational modes.

n

utron, 1.1x10-29 for electron

current
ACME
90%CL
bound
on ethe
EDM
tion has
used
ThO
molecules
constrain
electron electric
moment need
mplementary
tests
of new
physicsto
EDM dipole
systematics

re experiments: factors ~10-1000
|de |< 1.1 ⇥ 10 29 e cm.
idence for new physics

M. Reece @ Pheno2020

from slide by N. Hutzler

“internal co-magnetometer.”
(1.1)
25

Time scale of 5-10 years:

r of magnitude
improvement
on the previous bound fromHutzler
ACME &
[2]Kozyryev
and from 2017:
−32
(SM
4 value : 10-37-10-44 e cm)
polyatomic
molecules can
LA [3]. A nonzero electron EDM would establish physics beyond
the Standard
e
give both!
(ex: this
YbOH)
EDM violates CP (or equivalently, T) symmetry. In the Standard
Model,
1-loop, PeV scale sensitivity
by a handful of parameters: the CKM phase, which generates an electron
Otherinteraction
planned experiments:
trapped molecular ions (Cornell, Ye, JILA), YbF (Hinds,
ps with |de |⇠ 10 44 e cm but also a CP-odd electron-nucleon
that
3 (Vutha, Horbatsch, Hessels, Toronto/York), …
Imperial),
EDM
38
¯
size |de |⇠ 10
e cm [4] (see [5,6] for earlier work); the strong phase ✓, which
EDM |de |. 10 37 e cm [7, 8]; and phases associated with the lepton sector,
28
ons at two loops suppressed by neutrino masses [9] with an expectation that

| d | ≲ 10

33

e cm

Future Directions (II): Tails
The global Higgs fit focused on inclusive measurements
They don’t do justice to richness of kinematical distributions accessible
at either leptonic machines (thanks to clean environment) or high-energy hadronic machines
“More luminosity = New experiment bc access to new observables (high energy tails)
Riva @ Higgs 2020

• Higgs couplings at high-energy (relying on STXS?)

1. off-shell gg → h* → ZZ → 4l (Higgs BRexo, top EW couplings, CP violation…)
2. boosted Higgs: Higgs + high-pT jet
3. VH at large invariant mass (double differential distributions sometime needed to restore
BSM/SM interference)

• High pT distribution**: “energy helps accuracy” (☞ beware of EFT validity)
1. BSM effects often grow with energy
2. study of poorly populated phase space regions with smaller systematics
**some pheno projections were implemented in the SILH fit: di-fermions prod., ZH(bb), WZ
at high-invariant mass but no full EFT analysis available yet
Christophe Grojean

Theory Outlook
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Future
7 Directions (II): Tails

from potential future high energy colliders, such as
the HE-LHC or CLIC.
Our leitmotiv is that any observable modification
of a SM coupling will produce in some process a
growth with energy (see table I). In some sense, this is
obvious: since the SM is the only theory that can be
extrapolated to arbitrarily1 high-energy, any departure from it can have only a finite range of validity,
a fact that is made manifest by a disproportionate
growth in some scattering amplitude. Theories with
a finite range of validitye are, by definition, EFTs;
for this reason the best vehicle to communicate our
message is the EFT language of Eq. (1). We stress
nevertheless that at, tree✓ level, the◆very same conE-growth:
clusions can be reached in the +
 framework [1] or in
H
=
0 [2, 3].
the unitary-gauge framework
h +ofiRef.
e
The 2operators
of Eq. (1) have the form |H|2 ⇥ OSM ,
R
with OSM a dimension-4
SM operator (i.e. kinetic
2 Higgs potential, and Yukawas) times
terms,

The global Higgs fit focused on inclusive measurements
They don’t do justice to richness of kinematical distributions accessible
at either leptonic machines (thanks to clean environment) or high-energy hadronic machines
FIG. 1.
Top Yukawa… without a Higgs
“More luminosity = New experiment bc access to new observables (high energy tails)
Another way of understanding

modified Top-Yukawa t
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A unitary-gauge diagram wit
sitive to the Higgs trilinear. The two V
ticular, same sign leptons, give rise to
channel.

Riva @ Higgs 2020

gies for improvement that outline
exciting collider program.
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Goldstones = WL,ZL

1 2
v + 2hv + h2 + 2
2

+

+(

0 2

)

(2)

where v = 246 GeV is the Higgs vacuum expectation value (vev), h is the physical Higgs boson, and
±,0
are the would-be longitudinal polarizations of
W - and Z- bosons. From the operators in Eq. (1),
the piece / v 2 can be reabsorbed via a redefinition of
the SM input parameters and is therefore unobservable [15, 16]; the piece / vh constitutes 2
instead the
core of the HCHEmeasurements program, as it implies
modifications to single-Higgs processes (triple
Higgs
2
processes for
HE O6 ), and can be matched easily to the
 framework. The h2 piece was discussed in [17, 18]
in the context of double Higgs production. In this
article we focus on the last two terms in Eq. (2) and
Ŝ gauge bosons instudy processes with longitudinal
stead of processes with an on-shell Higgs; we dub
this search strategy “Higgs without Higgs” - HwH in
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jVVt @ high √
statistics
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II.

HIGH-ENERGY PR

The first ingredient in this pro
which processes grow maximally
Higgs Couplings are modified. Th
intuitive way of quickly accessin
based on 1) dimensional analysis
EFT basis Eq. (1), and 3) on th
chosen in Eq. (2), where the lon
tions are explicitly represented by
energy counterpart [19–21]. For
tors of Eq. (1) contribute directl
actions with n = 4 fields ( OW W
5 fields ( Oy ) or 6 fields ( OH )
/ 1/⇤2 that carries two inverse
mensions. Amplitudes generated
tact vertices do not involve any
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Future Directions (III): Exotics/LLP
Z. Liu @ CEPC 2020

The Higgs could be a good portal to Dark Sector
— rich exotic signatures —
Picture of pp vs ee
LHC’s strength
Hard at LHC due to
missing energy
Hard at LHC due to
hadronic
background

Lepton colliders’ strength

ZL et al, 1810.090

Christophe Grojean

Zhen Liu

Higgs
ExoticOutlook
Decays
Theory

272020
CEPC

10/26/2020
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Future Directions (III): Exotics/LLP
Z. Liu @ CEPC 2020

Exotic Decay

The Higgs could be a good portal to Dark Sector
summary
— rich exotic signatures —

We visualize the sensitivity on Higgs exoticHow
decaytobranching
factions with some reasonable choice of model
improve?
parameters.
> Precise timing detectors

> Dedicated beam dumps

The HL-LHC are from various studies and projections available in the literature;
27 are from our studyHiggs
Oct. 30,
Outlook ℎ → EFG)
Christophe
The Grojean
lepton collider sensitivities (except for theTheory
first channel,
with2020,
different
;;2020
→

Conclusions
All projects of Higgs factories have a rich potential to outperform (HL-)LHC:
* Legacy measurements that will go into textbook
* Refinements in our understanding of Nature (EW phase transition, naturalness…)
Let the Higgs be the pole that
will allow us to jump over the frontier and will reveal new laws of Nature
But there is also a complementary and vibrant diversity program worldwide

•
•
•

Beam Dump Facility (SHiP, TauFV)
eSPS (LDMX)
CPEDM (Julich), ESSvSB (ESS),
PERLE(Saclay), LFV(PSI), ...

•

COMPASS/AMBER as QCD facility,
MUonE, KLEVER, nuSTORM,
MATHUSLA, FASER, CODEX-b,
milliQan, LHCSpin, REDTOP, DIRAC, ...

These days, what we need most to ensure big progress in science is
Christophe Grojean

Theory Outlook
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